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Professor of Mathematics,
SLC’S Institute of Engineering & Technology,
Piglipur, Hyderabad,
India

Hailing from a small village KUNDERU, born to proud parents Madhusudhan sarma and Naga Chandrika, Dr. K. Lakshmi Narayan is the only Doctorate from the village in Andhra Pradesh state. Dr. K. L Narayan is a post graduate in M.Sc Mathematics in pure Mathematics and possessing B.Ed degree in Mathematics & Physical Sciences. His passion towards research made him pursue doctoral research. He is awarded with Ph.D by JNTU, Hyderabad for his research in mathematical modelling titled “A mathematical study of Prey-Predator models with partial cover for prey and predator with alternative food” under the guidance of renowned Mathematician Dr. N. Ch. Pattabhiramacharyulu,
Prof.(Rtd.) of Mathematics, NIT, Warangal. As one of favourite scholars, Dr. K.Lakshmi Narayan has been carrying the ideologies of his guru and has been working relentlessly in the choosen area and currently 5 scholars are awarded with M.Phil and 8 Doctoral scholars working under him.

Dr. Lakshmi Narayan Kunderu, Prof. of Mathematics associated with SLC’S Institute of Engineering has over 40 National/International publications in reputed referred journals to his credit. He is resource person and visiting faculty to many reputed institutions. He has reviewed many research papers for several journals like “International Journal of Open Problems in Computer Science and Mathematics”,” Journal of experimental sciences”, “Bulletin of Allahabad Mathematical Society”. He is an editorial member for many reputed journals and a member in many Mathematical Societies.

With over 20 years of experience, he has left no coin unturned in the field of Mathematics in terms of lectures, presentations, publications, research guidance, visiting faculty, resource person, reviewer and member of editorial boards. His vast experience, versatile abilities, expertise knowledge has always contributed to promote research.

IJSIMR feels it as a pride to have him as an Editorial Board Member of IJSIMR and extends it’s best wishes to Dr. Lakshmi Narayan Kunderu.
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